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10
RUCO’S COMMENTS TO COMMISSION’S INQUIRY

11
The Residential Utility Consumer Office (“RUCO”) hereby offers the following
12
comments in response to the Commission’s inquiry into electric competition in Arizona.
13
RUCO appreciates the Commission’s inquiry into this subject and looks forward to
14
participating in the process. Undoubtedly this subject is very complex, and similar to the
15
Commission, RUCO is in the process of researching the subject. This research is intensive
16
and ongoing. One certainty is abundantly clear however, the answers to the questions
17
below are dependent on the countless policy details that will ultimately guide the transition,
18
form the market structure, and finally govern the market.

As such, answering the

19

questions below is mainly a theoretical exercise. With the residential ratepayer our upmost
20
concern, obtaining these details is crucial to RUCO’s assessment of electric competition in
21
Arizona. Since the investigation of this subject matter is disruptive in nature to a segment
~

22
of businesses and communities in Arizona, RUCO would appreciate seeing a

~

23
~

I
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1

comprehensive proposal put forward by the supporting parties as soon as possible and

2

certainly before our workshop on the matter.

3
Additionally, RUCO has a list of questions it would like to see get answered by
4
participates in the docket. The questions are listed at the conclusion of our responses
5
below. Finally, as noted, RUCO will be holding a full day workshop on this matter on
6
August 27th.

7
8
RUCO reserves the right to modifv any answers provided below:
9
10

1) Will retail electric corn etiticm reduce rates far all classes of ~
~
- r e s ~ d ~small
~ t ~ ~ l ~ large business and ~
n cfasses?
~
~~~~~~~~~

s
~

11

In general, competition can reduce rates for market participates with sufficient

12

bargaining power. RUCO believes that it might be possible to create a competitive electric

13

market that bestows each customer class with sufficient market power to realize lower

14

rates. However, RUCO also believes that it is important to assess possible savings under

15

various time horizons and market conditions. Retail competition might save customers

16

money now because natural gas prices are low; however, it could expose customers to

17

price shocks if that situation ever changes.

18
19

~

~ lo the~ ~~~~~~~1~~
ofl reduced
~ rates,
~ identrSjr
n any and all
enefits of retail electric corn etition for each customer class,

20

A focus on customer service, more consumer choice, rate offerings that align with

21

the myriad of household lifestyles, lack of a monopoly utility with outsized political and

22

market power.

23
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I

3) How can the b

~ of ~
~ apply
~ to ~all customer
s
ckx~es
equally or ~ ~ u ~ t ~ b i ~ ~

2

I

3

4
5
6

7
8

~~~~~~~~~~

RUCO is not aware of a way that competition would result in the equal application of
Denefits in the absence of rules and/or regulation to at least some degree. By its nature,
[he purpose of competition is to provide choice, not necessarily equal benefits. As noted in
?esponseto question one, smart implementation and market design is needed to ensure
that each customer class has sufficient bargaining power. Moreover, strong safeguards
Jvould need to be in place to shield certain customer classes from market excesses and
Aeficiencies.

9

ii electric ~
~ tcr ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~~ ~ t
lsass ~~~~t~~the risks of
What
entity, if any,
yers and tu the other customer classes.
be the ~
r of last~resort?v
~
~
~
~

10

11

To start: market manipulation, lack of regulatory control, “slamming” and

12
‘cramming”, consumer inertia, price gouging, naked exposure to pricing fluctuations,

13
sonfused consumers, loss of sovereignty around in-state assets, reliability issues.

14
At this point in our research, RUCO believes that the default service/provider of last resort

15
(‘POLR’) could be based on specific regions in the state. At first it would be the distribution

16
utility then possibly a bid structure which replaces the incumbents. After that, RUCO could

17
see a default service with residential customers equally spread among market participates.

18
19
I

20
21

I

5) How can the

~
i

~ u ~ thatr there
a would
~ ~ be ~no market
~
~ abuses
r andlor
~ mark&~ ~ u~
~~in thei t~ r ~ ~ ~ to.
~ ~ and
i l~ ~ ~~ n ~
~ ~ ~ of retail
e electric
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ a
~ ~~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ i
~
n
?
~~~~~~~~~~

The Commission cannot guarantee that zero abuses will take place. But Arizona

22 could learn from other states and be thoughtful when designing the market to minimize
23 these occurrences.
24
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3

4
5

at, it: any, features, entities ar mechanisms must be in place in order
for there to be an ~
~ and ~~i~~~~~
~
~mar et~ ~ t f v~ c ~forueratail
~e
electric ~~~~~~~t~~~~How Iang would it take to imp ernent these
features, entities, or ~~~~a~~~~~~
0
0
0

6

0
0

7
0

8

0

0

9

0
0

Stringent licensing standards
Grid operator
Features to break down incumbent market power
Performance based regulation of transmission and distribution monopolies
Narrow payment of stranded cost and a smart allocation of those stranded costs.
A default service rate that shields from fuel spikes
Sensible switching fees and timelines
Comprehensive website to show pricing and facilitate market transactions
Consumer education campaign
Standardized labeling
Smart aggregation policies

10
RUCO is not sure as to the timeline. It could take three years to implement key features
11
and around seven plus years to realize a fully functioning market.
12
13

14

7 ) Will retail electric competition require the divestiture of generation assets by
regulated electric utilities? Wow would FERC ~ e ~ uof [these
~ ~facilities
~ ~ n
be
affected?

15

Yes, there should be full divestiture. Also, the incumbents’ spin offs may only be

16

allowed a specific percentage of market. Safeguards would have to be in place to avoid

17

collusion between the new generation side and wires side of the business.

18
19

8) What are t
should those casts

quantified, and who should bear them?

20

The payment for stranded assets, the establishment of a grid operator, consumer

21

tools/ education, and additional state employees tasked with consumer protection efforts

22

will surely be expensive. Research should be done to obtain the transition cost per meter.

23

Energy suppliers and industrial customers should bear most of these costs.
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1

9) Wit1 retail eleGtric ~~~~~~~i~~ impad reli bitity? Why OF why not?

2

Yes, improper market structure can reduce reserve margins and overly zealous cost

3

savings measure can reduce system quality and long-term reliability. Moreover, the

4

transmission system might be utilized more intensively while transmission investments

5

could be cut back due to the market uncertainties that a competitive market brings. The

6

Texas market is a prime example of a market structure that does not encourage

7

investment in new generation. In fact, in an effort to improve the situation ERCOT pays

8

generators around $5,000 per MWh (or $5 per kWh) during the summer peak. Although

9

that rate is paid out on a limited basis, it is 20 times higher than any peak rate in Arizona.

10

10) What are the issues relating 'to
area authorities, ~ r ~ ~ ~
~
l aod control
~
areas
~ which ~must be iaddr@ssed
~ a$ part
~ of a ~
transition to retail electric corn
~~~~~~~~~

11
12

~

~

One issue is Arizona losing control over in-state assets. Some suggest joining

13

California's I S 0 others propose an Arizona only ISO. Even with an Arizona only IS0 it

14

would be governed by an unelected board and looked after by FERC. Other issues pertain

15

to how Arizona facilitates transmission upgrades, minimizes pancaking, and prevents

16

pricing distortions in transmission constrained areas.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

^f 4 ) Amang the ratatas th have ~r~~~~~~~~~
to retail electric ~
~
ode! best promotes the public irhrast for Arizonans? ~j~~
model should b1~e~ v ~ j ~ ~ ~ ?

~

In our current state of research we see no model to fully emulate. PJM has perhaps
the most developed capacity and ancillary market. Texas has a high rate of participation
but a suboptimal investment environment. Each market we researched thus far has its
benefits and short comings.
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I
2

“12) How have retail rates been affecte in states that have irn
retail electric re

it it^^^^

Studies are inconclusive; some suggest they have gone down, others claim just the
3
opposite. That said, RUCO is still in the process of investigating the design and outcome of
4
different state markets that have undertaken electric competition.
5

6
7
8
9

~ viable in ~
Arizona in ~light of thet Court of~
Appeals’ decision In ~~~~~§Dodge C o p , v, A r k Ekw. Pcrwr Coop.,
207 A r k 95, 83 P.3d 573 (App. 2004)? A ~ E there
?
rother legal
i ~ p @ dto the
~ ~transition
~ ~ tto~and/or ~ ~ p ~ e ~ Eof?retail
n ~electric
a t ~ ~ ~

Is retail electric ~

C~~~~~~~~~~

Without a proposal, it is difficult, if not impossible to provide a complete legal

10
analysis of whether retail electric competition is viable in Arizona. It is certainly less
11
slear given the Arizona Court of Appeals Decision in Phelps Dodge v. AEPCO, 207 Ariz.
12
35, 83 P.3d 573, (App. 2004)(review denied). In addressing the degree to which market
13
forces can be the basis for utility rates, the Arizona Court of Appeals concluded in the
14
15

Phelps case:

16

Although the Commission may be influenced by market forces in
determining what rates are “just and reasonable,” the Commission
may not abdicate its constitutional responsibility to set just and
reasonable rates by allowing competitive market forces alone to
do so.

17
18
19
20
21
22

Phelps Dodge v. AEPCO, 207 Ariz. 95, 107, pp. 32, 83 P.3d 573, 585 (App. 2004).
Certainly, an argument can be made that such a rate-setting approach is prohibited in
Arizona.

(Arizona Const. Art. XV,

5

3 requires the Commission to set “just and

reasonable” rates.). RUCO believes that at the very least, the Phelps case would be legal

23
24
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~

I

precedent for an appeal should the Commission transition to and/or implement retail

2

competition.

3

~
~ cornpati~le with the
p
C ~~ ~ ~ t ~
y ~ t ~ n that
~ ~requires
r d Arizona’s utilities serve at
retail loads with renewable energy by 2025? (See

4
5
6
7
8
9

§ ~

Yes. It is compatible because the REST is based on renewable energy credits
(“RECs”). Similar to Eastern states, a REC market would be developed and parties would
transact in that process enabling the market to find an equilibrium for price. With or without
restructuring the Commission should consider setting up an online REC market.

10
11
12

155) Is retail electric

~~~~~~~~~~

co patibfe with the ~

u

~

~

~

Efficiency Standard that requires Arizona’s el ctric utilities to achieve a
(See
uetion in retail nergy safes by CQ umption by
14-2-2401 et s
~~~~~

13

Yes, it is compatible. In many states with retail electric competition, the transmission
14

and distribution companies (the “wires” companies) assume the responsibility of delivering
15

energy efficiency services. However, another model could be considered whereby energy
16

efficiency services would be consolidated for delivery via one single entity

- an “energy

17

efficiency utility.J1This model has been successful in the state of Vermont (via Efficiency
18

Vermont). New York and Oregon have also consolidated energy efficiency service delivery
19

via NYSERDA and the Energy Trust of Oregon, respectively, though energy efficiency
20

programs are also offered by utility companies in both of these states. This model has the
21

potential to be more administratively efficient. It also removes the responsibility for energy
22

efficiency investment from local utilities and places it with a different entity that does not
23

have the same disincentives as local utilities for pursuing energy efficiency. RUCO is not
24
-7-

s

I necessarily endorsing this approach over another, rather we are suggesting being creative
2

and aligning market incentives to encourage cost effective energy efficiency.

3
4

5
Retail net metering could continue to exist and work similar as to today. Ultimately,

6
the method of accounting depends on the market's structure and the arrangement
7

between the distribution company and energy suppliers. If the system is setup in such a
8
way where there are hundreds of retail electric providers, a statewide policy may be
9
needed to guide the range of the retail rate offset. Finally, care must be given to the
10
thousands of existing solar customers. This could perhaps be done in the default service

11
rate.
12
13

14
To a large degree, price signals will guide resource planning, not the Commission.

15
The Commission can put in pricing mechanisms to encourage certain forms of generation
16
and to some extent provide guidance on the resource portfolio behind the POLR or the

17
transitory standard offer rate.
18

electric

19

affect pubtic

~~~~~~~~~~~

federal controlled ~

r

~

pow^^

~systems?
s ~ j

utilities,
~

~

~

20
21
22

RUCO anticipates that cooperatives as well as SRP would be included in the new
competitive market.
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1

RUCO’s Questions:

3

1. Would Arizona have to establish its own ISO? If so, what would be an estimate of
the cost? How would this entity interact with other markets? How long would it take
to get established?

4

2. What would be the benefits and disadvantages of joining the California ISO?

5

3. Are there transmission constrained areas in Arizona that could give certain
generators outsized locational market power?

2

6

7
8
9
10
11

4. How could the state guard against the pivotal supplier problem, strategic bidding,
and capacity withholding?
5. Could Arizona dictate that a residential default service rate be offered by
competitive suppliers at a capped amount? If so, what happens if market prices
increase above the cost to provide the service?
6. Would it be possible to set the default service rate at 10% less than the current
average residential rate with the only increases pegged to inflation? Also, could
Arizona have every market participate with greater than 5% market share be
allocated some default service customers after an appropriate transition period?

12
13

7. Are incumbent utilities legally required to receive 100% of their stranded costs?
Does the price of natural gas influence the stranded cost calculation? What are
some different methodologies for calculating stranded costs?

14

15

8. Can Arizona get more customer choice within its existing framework? Could we
form new rate designs to fit different customer preferences? Should we introduce
more performance based regulation?

16
9. Is the AG-1 rate a success? Should it be expanded?
17
18
19

I O . Under electric competition, will the cost of natural gas more significantly impact
rates than under the current system?
11.What will happen to APS’s share in Palo Verde under different competition designs?
What will happen to the majority of TEP’s coal plants?

20
21

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 15th day of July, 2013.

22
23
Chief Counsel
24
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AN ORIGINAL AND THIRTEEN COPIES
of the foregoing filed this 15th day of July
2013 with:
Docket Control
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 W. Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007
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Copies of the foregoing mailed/hand delivered
this
day of July, 2013 to:
Lyn Farmer
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Hearing Division
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Charles Moore
1878 W. White Mountain Blvd
Lakeside, AZ 85929
Tyler Carlson
P.O. Box 1045
Bullhead City, AZ 86430
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Janice Alward, Chief Counsel
Legal Division
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Michael Curtis
William Sullivan
501 E. Thomas Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85012-3205
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14
15

Steven Olea, Director
Utilities Division
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Robert Metli
2398 E. Camelback Rd, Suite 240
Phoenix, AZ 85016
Lawrence Robertson, Jr.
P.O. Box 1448
Tubac, AZ 85646
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Bradley Carroll
Tucson Electric Power Company
88 E. Broadway Blvd, MS HQE910
P.O. Box 711
Tucson, AZ 85702

A. 6. Baardson
6463 N. Desert Breeze Court
Tucson, AZ 85750
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Michael Patten
Roshka DeWulf & Patten, PLC
One Arizona Center
400 E.Van Buren St., Suite 800
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Nicholas Dranias
500 E. Coronado Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Brett Kraus
99 E. 700 South
Logan, UT 84321
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Jeffrey Johnson
Leland Snook
Arizona Public Service
P.O. Box 53999, MS 9708
Phoenix, AZ 85072

Timothy Hogan
202 E. McDowell Rd, Suite 153
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Kristie Deiuliis
67 S. Bedford Rd, Suite 201-E
Burlington, MA 01803

Thomas Mumaw
Thomas Loquvam
Arizona Public Service
P.O. Box 53999, Mail Station 8695
Phoenix, AZ 85072

RusseII Jones
5210 E. Williams Circle, Suite 800
Tucson, AZ 85711

Robert Taylor
Jana Brandt
Salt River Project
P.O. Box 52025, PA6221
Phoenix, AZ 85072

Michael Grant
2575 E. Camelback Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85016
Kenneth Sundlof, Jr.
Jennings Strouss & Salmon, PLC
One E. Washington, Suite 1900
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Jeff Schlegel
1167 W. Samalayuca Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85704-3224

Alan Kierman
Anthony Wanger
615 N. 48‘h St.
Phoenix, AZ 85008

Joseph Drazek
Quarles & Brady LLP
One Renaissance Square
Two N. Central Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85004

James Hamilton
822 N. 5thAve.
Phoenix, AZ 85003

Kevin Higgins
215 S. State St., Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Harry Kingerski
1301 McKinney, Level 12
Houston, TX 77010

Patrick Black
C. Webb Crockett
Fennemore Craig, PC
2394 E. Camelback Rd, Suite 600
Phoenix, AZ 85016

Kelly Norton
916 W. Adams St., Suite 2
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Annie Lappe
Rick Gilliam
1120 Pearl St., Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80302

Tara Kaushik
Lori Dolqueist
One Embarcadero Center, 30thFI
San Francisco, CA 94111

David Berry
P.O. Box 1064
Scottsdale, AZ 85252

Meghaen Dell’Artino
328 E. Keim Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85012
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Raymond Hagerman
5101 College Blvd
Farmington, NM 87402

Jeff Woner
K. R. Saline & Associates, PLC
160 N. Pasadena, Suite 101
Mesa, AZ 85201

Michele Van Quathem
Albert Acken
Ryley Carlock & Applewhite
One N. Central Ave., Suite 1200
Phoenix, AZ 85004-4417

Mario Natividad
Applied Metering Technologies
9244 Bermundez St.
Pic0 Rivera, CA 90660-4510

Cynthia Zwick
2700 N. Third St., Suite 3040
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Brad Nelson
7001 SW 24thAve.
Gainesville, FL 32607

Lauren Patheal
Triadvocates, LLC
Two N. Central Ave., Suite 115
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Tina Lee
2929 Allen Parkway, Suite 2280
Houston, TX 77019
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Philene Taormina
34 Weelock St.
Montpelier, VT 05602

Valerie Hayes
Direct Selling Association
1667 K St., NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20006

Jane Briesemeister
98 San Jacintro Blvd, Suite 750
Austin, TX 78701

Robert Lynch
340 E. Palm Lane, Suite 140
Phoenix, AZ 85004-4603

Steve Jennin s
16165 N. 83' Ave., Suite 201
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Chris Hendrix
2001 S.E. I O t h St.
Bentonville, AR 72716

Peoria, AZ 85382
Carrie Hitt
Sara Birmingham
Rick Umoff
505 gthSt., NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20004

Scott Wakefield
Rideneour Hienton and Lewis
201 N. Central Ave., Suite 3300
Phoenix, AZ 85004-1052
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Heather Bernacki Wilkey
3030 N. Central Ave., Suite 1408
Phoenix, AZ 85012
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CheryI%aulob
Vicki Sandler
14402 S. Canyon Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85048
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